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Is your company customer focused?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me ask you a question. Is your company customer focused? – as in focused on your channel partner? The knee jerk reaction might be, “Of course! Everything we do is for the customer,” but is it really? Full disclosure here – we asked our employees if we were customer focused, and they told us we had work to do. At Ingersoll Rand we are on a journey to channel transformation. I’m here to tell you a bit about it. 



What does customer focus look like?
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What does customer focus look like? A few things come to mind – being easy to do business with, creating frictionless experiences, reduced complexity, enabling channel partners



What happens when you are genuinely invested in 
your customer?
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But WHY do all of the above? The easy answer is to grow revenue and bookings, but go deeper. What happens when you are genuinely invested in your partner’s business? When you truly care about their objectives and seek to smooth processes.  According to an upcoming study by the 2112 Group, the impact of ease of doing business is tremendous. Companies who are perceived as easy to work with have three-times more share of wallet than companies that have complicated processes. Companies who are easy to do business, “frictionless” build …



Trust
Confidence
#mindshare
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Trust. Confidence. Mindshare – these are some leading indicators When you are genuinely invested in what is important to your customer, you build a trust relationship with them, you give them confidence in your business, products and people. And significantly, you gain partner mindshare– especially vital when you are not the only brand they carry. And mindshare leads to market share.



Establish trust > build partner 
confidence > gain partner mindshare 

and 3x share of wallet
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So – we want to be easy to do business with in order to establish trust, build partner confidence, gain partner mindshare … and gain 3x share of wallet



How do we get to this ideal state?

Use technology to automate work 
for internal and channel partner 
employees in order to free them 
up to engage in valuable human 

interactions with customers.
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This is the “Ideal State,” the Reality is…Managing your channel is complex. It takes consistency and reliability to build confidence. Like us at Ingersoll Rand, I’m sure you face both internal complexity, and external factors. So much complexity significantly reduces the opportunity for a more human relationship with our partners. So, after establishing why, we need to get to HOW. How can we get to this ideal state? I feel one way we do that is by investing in technologies and processes that automate work for both our employees and indirect channel, so they can focus on the human relationships that build trust, establish confidence and grow the brand’s market position. 



The real value and use of MarTech 
and automated marketing process is 

the humanizing potential 

#automatetohumanize. 
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Marketing technology and processes are often sold as tools to improve productivity, reduce cost or make things easier, but the real value and use of martech and automated process is the humanizing potential #automatetohumanize. 



Arm Partners for Success
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Many of the businesses in Ingersoll Rand sell through indirect distribution. B2B2B, or a two-tier model. Our partners are highly educated, often engineers, with deep technical acumen, complex problem solving skills and industry expertise. Every day, they are consulting, installing and designing systems and solutions that improve the quality of life, and they are the face of Ingersoll Rand to our end customers around the world.I’ll give you a few frustratingly basic examples of where we weren’t arming them for success and building confidence.
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Gap - Lead managementCritical to our partners are leads, and we spend millions driving demand to them. Unfortunately, our previous lead management technology created a lot waste and work, and involved IT. In our old process, the leads routed to an offshore team for qualifying. A team that had no connection to our partner. In all, it took over 3 days before a lead got to a partner. Leads were stale and time was wasted on both sides in follow up, but also a poor experience for our end-users.The process we’ve launched automatically route leads to our partners via our PRM. Partners receive leads real-time and quickly route to the correct team for follow up, or contact the lead right away, leading to an immediate human interaction. They also update the lead status, letting us know the value. IT is also not involved. Automated lead management eliminated a disconnected offshore team, reduced internal team hours by 30%, and increased partner revenue through immediate delivery. Also, due to the rich segmentation engine in the platform teams inside IR can easily and quickly update the workflows to be responsive for internal and partner needs.
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Gap – Sales enablementIt’s all well to drive demand to your partners, but are they sales enabled? Ours weren’t. We were sending them into battle with outdated weapons. I’m talking about images, collateral, content and product technical materials – everything to help them promote our products and brand accurately. In the past, our partners had to:Access 4 different systems – all with different passwords - for collateral, images, product technical documents like MSDS sheets and so on. Our internal marketing and customer service team spent ~20% of their week simply responding to requests for password support or asset requests. Low value, not strategic and usually with frustrated customers.Not only did they struggle to find what they needed, the marketing team had a horrible time keeping track of the files, the versions, the languages, the regions, the permissions and passwords. By updating to a PRM platform, we reduced the complexity for our partners and improved the productivity of our marketing team, giving them time to spend better the partner experience
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Gap – one dimensional view. We had one dimensional view of our partners. We wanted to have a view to partner engagement and mindshare. Revenue, bookings and margin are the glory metrics, but bring this back to the relationship. We want to really know them, not just their numbers. Using the right tech and automated processes have helped us get there. For example:Partner engagement dashboards help us understand our level of mindsharePartner profiles help us understand their business so we can focus on partners who want to win with usAutomated partner segmentation helps us deliver the right content, communication, pricing and loyalty incentive to the right partner in the right region in the right language – at the right timeImagine how much more powerful your sales, leadership and marketing conversations would be with such a holistic view of your partner. 



Structural Priorities

• Enterprise Marketing Team as Centers of Excellence
• BU Marketing Teams 
• Marketing Leadership Council
• Marketing Talent Acceleration

Demand 
Generation

Brand 
Strategy

Marketing 
StrategyMarTech and OpsMarketing 

Analytics
Digital 

Marketing
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We are on a channel transformation journey. We are using tech, process and people to pull it together. From an organizational structure standpoint, we are building to enable customer focused marketing strategy. 



Process Priorities

Marketing Standard Work

Marketing Data Strategy

Digital Transformation

Executive Reporting
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What processes are we focused on right now? My role is to consult on the technology, tools and processes marketing teams require to manage their function to drive results. In partnership with marketers across the company, some priorities are: Marketing standard work –we are focused on defining foundational processes that will help our marketers deliver results with speed and confidence, so they can spend more time helping our customers grow our brandsData strategy - develop the infrastructure and centralize key information to improve marketing teams’ ability to act on marketing data Digital transformationExecutive reporting – SBUs do it well but we envision regular tracking and executive reporting on marketing’s contribution to the business strategy 



MarTech Priorities
Establish trust, build partner 
confidence, gain partner 
mindshare … and 3x share of 
wallet



Automated processes lead to the 
democratization of the customer 

relationship.
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Here’s another thing that may feel a bit disruptive - In our former process, everything was manual and time consuming, inhibiting the ability of our marketing teams meaningfully to engage with our partners. This caused the scope of the relationship to rest almost entirely on the sales team – which if you think about it is not productive for anyone. Our partners have as many internal functions as we do. By freeing up the time of the various functions on both sides, they can connect directly and work together more efficiently.



Your partners are more than their numbers. Being customer 
focused means you are genuinely invested in your customer’s 
motivations

Trust leads to share of wallet. Establishing trust builds partner 
confidence, and partner mindshare

#AutomatetoHumanize. The real value and use of martech and 
operational process is the humanizing potential 
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Closing:Whether you are from a manufacturing company or a tech company, there are fundamental takeaways I want to leave you with:Your partners are more than their numbers. Being customer focused means you are genuinely invested in your customer’s motivations��Trust leads to share of wallet. Establishing trust builds partner confidence, and partner mindshare��#AutomatetoHumanize. The real value and use of martech and operational process is the humanizing potential 



THANK YOU
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